Knowledge bases and structured summaries are playing a crucial role in many applications, such as text summarization, question answering, essay grading, and semantic search. Although, many systems (e.g., DBpedia and YaGo2) provide massive knowledge bases of such summaries, they all suffer from incompleteness, inconsistencies, and inaccuracies. These problems can be addressed and much improved by combining and integrating different knowledge bases, but their very large sizes and their reliance on different terminologies and ontologies make the task very difficult. In this demo, we will demonstrate a system that is achieving good success on this task by: i) employing available interlinks in the current knowledge bases (e.g. externalLink and redirect links in DBpedia) to combine information on individual entities, and ii) using widely available text corpora (e.g. Wikipedia) and our IBminer text-mining system, to generate and verify structured information, and reconcile terminologies across different knowledge bases. We will also demonstrate two tools designed to support the integration process in close collaboration with IBminer. The first is the InfoBox Knowledge-Base Browser (IBKB) which provides structured summaries and their provenance, and the second is the InfoBox Editor (IBE), which is designed to suggest relevant attributes for a userspecified subject, whereby the user can easily improve the knowledge base without requiring any knowledge about the internal terminology of individual systems.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge bases are playing a role of increasing importance in many systems such as text summarization and classification, essay grading, semantic search, and question answering systems. In recent years, several efforts have been devoted to creating such knowledge bases; a prominent example is provided by the structured summaries in Wikipedia, called InfoBoxes, which list important attributes and their values for entities. Similar knowledge bases were created in recent years for specific domains or with a general scope Table 1 ). Unfortunately, since a manual process is often used to generate structured summaries, and standard ontologies are not always used, the resulting knowledge bases are prone to inconsistency, incorrectness and limited coverage.
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To understand the first issue (low coverage), consider DBpedia [5] , which mainly contains the structured part of Wikipedia and most importantly its InfoBoxes. An InfoBox can be seen as a set of triples in the form of ăs, α, vą which indicates a value (v) for a specific attribute (α) of a given subject (s). Currently, around 43.9% of pages in DBpedia are missing their entire InfoBoxes. Many other pages are also missing part of their InfoBoxes. This mainly indicates DBpedia's coverage is quite incomplete, which directly impacts applications using DBpedia. Other knowledge bases suffer from the same problem as well. The second important challenge in using these knowledge bases is the inconsistency in their knowledge representation. For instance, a single attribute may have several synonyms or aliases (e.g., 'birth date', 'date of birth', and 'born'). While this is a very common incident in DBpedia and many other manually created knowledge bases, automatically reconcile these differences is not a trivial task at all. The third issue most of the current knowledge bases are suffering from is inaccuracy. As our experiments show, more than 3.7% of the summaries provided in DBpedia are incorrect.
To address the aforementioned three issues, we pursue the twoprong approach of: i) integrating different publicly-available knowledge bases (Table 1) to create a more robust knowledge base, and ii) completing and improving this initial knowledge base by using our recently developed text mining tool, called IBminer [10] . The key idea for integrating current knowledge bases is to use the existing interlink information for the subjects and convert every piece of information to the triple format used by InfoBoxes. These interlinks are mainly provided by DBpedia through alias, redirect, externalLink, or sameAs links. Since many other resources, including YaGo2 and Freebase, link many of their subjects back to those in DBpedia, these link structures are invaluable in our endeavor. However, interlink information only covers a subset of the subjects in current knowledge bases, and in particular attribute mappings are completely missing. To find these missing interlinks or mappings as well as improving the coverage of the initial knowledge base, we use our newly developed IBminer system as described next.
IBminer infers attribute synonyms and generates more structured summaries by learning patterns from text (widely available at resources such as Wikipedia) and current structured summaries. To perform this non-trivial task, IBminer first converts free text into graph structures, called TextGraphs, using an NLP-based text mining framework, called SemScape [10] . SemScape uses morphological information in the text to capture the categorical, semantic, and grammatical relations between words and terms in the text. Then, IBminer uses i) the semantic links in the TextGraphs, ii) categorical information (e.g. provided by Wikipedia and WordNet), and iii) our initial knowledge base, to learn the patterns. In addition to being used to generate structured summaries, these patterns enable IBminer to automatically build mappings between attribute names used in different knowledge bases. using text mining techniques. In this respect, IBminer extends Probase [13] which created a general taxonomy with more than 2.7 million concepts from the textual web documents; however, Probase contains only taxonomical information rather than general structured summaries. Our demonstration will focus on the following contributions:
‚ The InfoBox Knowledge-Base Browser (IBKB), which provides users with structured summaries and their originating sources (provenance) for any given subject in our currently integrated knowledge base. Using IBKB, users can easily provide feedback on significance, correctness, or relevance of each summary item in our knowledge base. Users' feedback can be used for ranking the summaries, and also for improving the performance of both IBminer and SemScape.
‚ The InfoBox Editor (IBE) tool, that enables users to create and edit structured summaries without requiring any knowledge about the underlying terminology of the summaries. By mining existing text in Wikipedia (or any user-supplied text) on a subject, IBE generates a structured summary about the subject and suggests possibly missing attributes for which the user may want to provide further information.
As previously mentioned, IBminer requires an initial knowledge base to operate. The more complete this initial knowledge base is, the better the quality of the learnt patterns will be. Thus, in Section 2, we explain how these knowledge bases are first integrated at a syntactic level. Then in Section 3, we provide more details on the IBminer's approach to integrate them at the semantic level.Thus, in Section 4, we discuss the key features of IBKB and IBE tools, while their important applications are discussed in Section 5.
INTEGRATING KNOWLEDGE BASES
In this section, we explain the initial process of knowledge base collection and integration.
Data Collection
We will consider several publicly available knowledge bases (Table 1) and integrate them as explained later in this section. Among the introduced knowledge bases, there are some domain specific ones (e.g. MusicBrainz, Geonames, etc.), and some domain independent ones (e.g. DBpedia, YaGo2, etc.). Although pieces of knowledge in these sources are represented in various ways, we represent them in the form of triples ăSubject, Attribute, Valueą and store them in Apache Cassandra which is designed for handing very large amount of data. We recognize three main types of triples: InfoBox triples: These triples provide information on a known subject in the subject/attribute/value format. For easing our discussion we refer to these as InfoBoxes (ăJ.S. Bach, PlaceofBirth, Eisenachą). Subject/Category triples: They provide the categories that a subject belongs to in the form of subject/link/category where, link represents a taxonomical relation (ăJ.S. Bach, isA, German Composersą). Category/Category triples: They represent taxonomical links between categories(ăGerman Composers, isA, German Musiciansą).
Currently, we have converted all the knowledge bases listed in Table 1 into the above triple formats.
Data Integration
Knowledge bases introduced in Table 1 contain a wealth of knowledge as the numbers indicate. However, lack of a standard ontology in these knowledge bases makes them very challenging to integrate. Our main goal is to tackle this challenge and discover the initial Interlinking Attributes: Similar to the subject interlinking, we use exact matching and synonym matching for finding initial attribute interlinks. In Section 3.3, we explain how we can find synonym attributes and interlink different aliases for the attribute names used in different knowledge bases.
Interlinking Categories: In addition to exact matching, we compute the similarity of the categories in different knowledge bases based on their instances. Consider two categories c1 and c2, and Let Spcq be the set of subjects in category c. The similarity function for categories interlink is defined as Simpc1, c2q " |Spc1q X Spc2q|{|Spc1q Y Spc2q|. If the Simpc1, c2q is greater than a certain threshold, we consider c1 and c2 as aliases of each other, which simply means that if the instances of two categories are highly overlapping, they can be assumed to represent the same category.
After retrieving these interlinks, we will merge similar triples based on the retrieved interlinks. Currently this task is finished for Geonames and MusicBrainz and partially done for DBpedia and YaGo2. We are quickly covering more of these two knowledge bases as well as the remaining ones in Table 1 . All triples are also assigned with accuracy confidence and frequency values. As explained in [10] , more evidence supporting the same piece of information will increase its confidence and frequency values. Observe that the sources from which the triples are generated are also stored for the provenance purposes.
Integrating current knowledge bases using the techniques explained above has several advantages discussed next. A) The integrated knowledge base covers more structured summaries, which results in richer and more confident patterns for IBminer. B) More attributes are encountered, since the focus on different sources are different. This also improves IBminer's performance as explained in the next section. C) The use of multiple knowledge bases represents an effective way to validate preexisting structured summaries and those newly generated from text. Using these techniques, we can also evaluate the quality of the textual part of a page.
IMPROVING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE USING TEXT MINING
This section explains how IBminer uses the text describing a subject (mainly retrieved from Wikipedia) to improve the coverage, consistency, and accuracy of the integrated knowledge base for that subject. For more details, readers are referred to [10] . The key idea is to learn patterns from text that can generate new structured summaries (Subsection 3.1) and use the patterns to find more structured summaries (Subsection 3.2). We then use the same set of patterns to find synonyms for the attribute names in the existing knowledge bases (Subsection 3.3), and finally verify the correctness of some of the existing summaries (Subsection 3.4).
Learning Patterns
The key idea for learning patterns is to find a mapping between the current structured summaries for each subject in the knowledge base and links in the TextGraphs of its accompanying text (e.g. from Wikipedia page). For instance consider the two semantic triples (links) ăbach, was, composerą and ăbach, was, Germaną in the TextGraph generated from the text in the Wikipedia page for bach. These triples are generated by the SemScape framework using an NLP-based technique [10] . Obviously the link name was should be interpreted differently in these two cases, since the former one is connecting a 'person' to an 'occupation', while the latter is between a 'person' and a 'nationality'. Now, consider two existing InfoBox items ăbach, occupation, composerą and ăbach, nationality, Germaną which respectively match the mentioned triples from the text. These items clearly indicate that the link name was in our two triples should be interpreted respectively as occupation and nationality. Thus we can learn following two patterns from these examples: Here the pattern ăc1, l, c2ą:α indicates that the link named l, connecting a subject in category c1 to an entity or value in category c2, can be interpreted as the attribute name α. Note that for each triple with a matching InfoBox item, we create several patterns since the subject and the values usually belong to more than one (direct or indirect) categories. Each pattern is also assigned a frequency value, so we can use the most frequent ones for generating new structured summaries and interlinking attributes as respectively explained in next two sections.
Generating New Structured Summaries
To extract new structured summaries using the generated patterns, for any semantic TextGraph triple, say ăs, l, vą, we find the matching patterns, such as ăcs, l, cvą:α, where s P cs and v P cv. If one or more such matches exist, considering the most frequent pattern, we generate the new InfoBox triple ăs, α, vą. IBminer also uses a type checking technique to enhance the quality of the generated results [10] . As our preliminary experiments indicate, the accuracy of the generated results is more than 94%.
Generating Attribute Interlinks
Different knowledge bases use different terminologies for naming their attributes. Even in the same knowledge base, there may be many inconsistent attribute names. For instance in DBpedia, the attribute names 'birthdate', 'data of birth', 'born' are all used to indicate the birthdate of a person, while YaGo2 uses 'wasBornOnDate' sometimes. Moreover, the attribute name 'born' is used both for birthdate and for birth place. As explained earlier, attribute interlinking is completely missing from current knowledge bases, where synonyms and anonyms can be the source of significant ambiguities and inconsistence. To address this problem, we use multiple matching patterns for the same TextGraph triples. Formally, if TextGraph triple ăs, l, vą matches with patterns ăcs, l, cvą:α1 and ăcs, l, cvą:α2 respectively with evidence frequency f1 and f2 (f1 ě f2), we create following potential synonym pattern:
The synonym pattern is also assigned a positive support sp, a negative support sn, and an evidence frequency f . Every time new evidence of the same synonym pattern is observed, sp is increased by f2, sn is increased by f1´f2, and f is incremented by 1. In simpler words, a synonym pattern indicates that attribute name α1 from subject category cs to value category cv may be also called α2 with positive support sp, negative support sn, and evidence frequency f . Again less frequent patterns and those with low supports are filtered and the rest is used to suggest attribute interlinks for the existing or generated InfoBoxes [10] .
Verifying the Structured Summaries
More evidence for the same piece of information is a good indicator of its correctness. However, the knowledge from different resources is usually represented in different ways. Therefore, IBminer uses the synonym patterns introduced earlier to resolve some of these differences. Then, it assigns initial weights to different sources, combines triples from them, and calculates their significance and accuracy based on their initial weights, evidence frequency, the patterns correctness confidence, etc. If the same piece of information is generated from the text, IBminer accordingly updates its significance and accuracy.
We also try to find mismatches between items generated by IBminer and those were already part of the initial knowledge base. We say two triples ăs1, l1, v1ą and ăs2, l2, v2ą mismatch if s1"s2, v1"v2, l1‰l2, and l1 and l2 are not synonyms. These mismatches are reported as incorrect summaries. Our experiments [10] indicate that IBminer reports 1.2% of the existing summary items as potential incorrect items, whereas only 57% of those are actually incorrect (a false negative rate that is under 1.2ˆ0.57 " 0.52%).
InfoBox Templates Suggestion
Finding a right InfoBox template (or simply a list of relevant attributes) for a subject can be a very time consuming task for users. To alleviate this issue, IBminer (through IBE as explained in the next section) suggests the most relevant attribute names for a given subject. To this end, IBminer first finds the most popular attributes currently used for the subjects in each category in our knowledge base. Then, for a subject of interest, all popular attributes from the categories listed for the subject are suggested as relevant attributes. For each attribute, say α1, we also find the most popular attributes used with α1 in the same InfoBox (i.e. for the same subject). Based on this co-occurrence data set, we suggest missing attributes which their counterpart is already in the current attributes for the subject. With this feature, users would use more standard attribute names and are more likely to enter structured information.
DEMONSTRATION
The following tools and applications were exhibited: The InfoBox Knowledge-Base Browser (IBKB): IBKB is implemented to let users browse the current knowledge base. Its user interface is very similar to the one for IBE (Figure 1 ). For a given subject, the tool provides i) structured summary items in user specified order, ii) the synonyms found by IBminer for the attributes used in the summaries, and iii) wrong summary items recognized by IBminer. The tool can also determine the provenance of each piece of information and report the knowledge base from which it was originally taken, or that it was actually discovered by IBminer. By clicking on each source name, the user will be provided with the original form of the triple in that source. Each entity in the result pages is also connected to its own page to make the browsing easier for the users. Using IBKB, users can select one or more summary items from the user interface, and provide their feedback on the correctness, relevance, and significance of the items. In addition to using such feedback to improve IBminer's performance and to tune its patterns, users' feedback will be used to rank the structured summaries. The ranking mainly improves the user experience with IBKB, since many of the provided summaries are just common sense information for the users, and they usually do not want to see them on top of the list of summaries. The InfoBox Editor (IBE): In addition to the browsing tool for the current knowledge base, we provide an easy-to-use tool, referred to as IBE, for enhancing the manual process of generating structured information by the users such as in Wikipedia. Figure 1 shows the IBE user interface for the subject "J.S. Bach". For the existing subjects, IBE allows users to add more textual information and structured summaries. To create a new subject, users are asked to enter the name (a descriptive subject), one or more categories for the subject, and a descriptive text for it. They can optionally add as many structured summaries as they desire. The tool suggests a domain, an InfoBox template, and some structured summaries extracted from the entered text. In this way, users can easily edit the summaries and fill the missing spots in the suggested templates without worrying about the underlying attribute names. As a result, the manually generated summaries will follow a more standard terminology; this will improve the quality of the final knowledge base.
Notice that the main difference between IBE and Wikipedia is that IBE's focus is on generating structured summaries for machine use that requires a standard ontology, while Wikipedia is mainly designed for human readers. Moreover, IBE is able to automatically generate structured summaries and suggest InfoBox templates so users can provide structured summaries more efficiently.
APPLICATIONS
A very important class of applications that is expected to benefit from our system is semantic-web search systems such as SWiPE [4] and Faceted Wikipedia Search [8] . Indeed, the summaries currently provided by many InfoBoxes are such that many queries cannot return correct and complete answers due to the inconsistency and incompleteness of the knowledge base. For instance, the query "find female musicians in 16th century" does not provide any answer since the gender attributes are not usually reported in general knowledge bases. However, IBminer is able to extract such pieces of information from the text. This will enable applications such as SWiPE to provide better query results.
A second set of important applications for our tools is those dealing with textual documents. Document summarization and classification, review summarization, co-reference resolution, and essay/short answer grading systems are only a few examples of such applications. For instance in essay grading, one can use IBminer to extract structured summaries from the essay and map them to the ones extracted from the prompt essay. This will move us from current grammar checkers to semantic checkers.
